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761—400.10(321) Assignment of security interest. A security interest noted on a certificate of title may
be assigned to another secured party without losing the seniority of the security interest by complying
with the procedure in Iowa Code section 321.50 or with the following procedure:
400.10(1) Notice of assignment. The secured party listed on the title certificate shall make the
following notation in the cancellation portion of the certificate of title where security interest is noted
“Assigned to (name of assignee).” The date, name of secured party and signature of the person noting
the assignment shall be completed in the cancellation portion pertaining to the security interest.
400.10(2) Application for notation of security interest. The assignee shall complete an application
for notation of a security interest on the form provided by the department. The application form shall be
signed by the assignee in the space where the signature of the owner is ordinarily required. The signature
of the owner shall not be required on an assignment of a security interest.
400.10(3) Submission of documents to county treasurer. The certificate of title, application for
notation of security interest and appropriate notation fee shall be submitted to the county treasurer of
the county where the certificate of title was issued or will be issued.
a. If there are additional security interests noted on the certificate of title, the seniority of the
assignee’s security interest may be preserved by issuance of a certificate of title in lieu of the original,
on which the assignee’s security interest shall be noted in the same seniority as the assignor’s.
b. A receipt for notation of security interest form shall be processed and the new receipt number
shall be listed in the appropriate space provided. The original notation date shall also be listed and the
words “by assignment” shall be listed following the name of the assignee.
This rule is intended to implement Iowa Code section 321.50.

